The present series of newsletters began in 1987. The first 16 issues were not numbered, but were given numbers in 1992; the complete list is as follows. Figures in parentheses show the number of pages in each issue.

2 March 1988 (8) 22 July 1994 (52) 42 April 2001 (44) 62 Nov. 2007 (48)
4 July 1988 (12) 24 April 1995 (48) 44 Nov. 2001 (52) 64 July 2008 (48)
6 March 1989 (20) 26 Nov. 1995 (44) 46 July 2002 (40)
7 July 1989 (20) 27 April 1996 (40) 47 Nov. 2002 (52)
8 Dec. 1989 (64) 28 July 1996 (40) 48 April 2003 (44)
9 April 1990 (24) 29 Nov. 1996 (48) 49 July 2003 (48)
10 July 1990 (12) 30 April 1997 (36) 50 Nov. 2003 (44)
11 Nov. 1990 (20) 31 July 1997 (44) 51 April 2004 (28)
12 April 1991 (20) 32 Nov. 1997 (36) 52 July 2004 (44)
13 July 1991 (12) 33 April 1998 (40) 53 Nov. 2004 (44)
14 Nov. 1991 (28) 34 July 1998 (44) 54 April 2005 (40)
15 April 1992 (12) 35 Nov. 1998 (48) 55 July 2005 (60)
16 July 1992 (20) 36 April 1999 (40) 56 Nov. 2005 (52)
17 Nov. 1992 (36) 37 July 1999 (52) 57 Mar. 2006 (44)
18 April 1993 (16) 38 Nov. 1999 (48) 58 July 2006 (48)
19 July 1993 (28) 39 April 2000 (48) 59 Nov. 2006 (56)
20 Nov. 1993 (32) 40 July 2000 (48) 60 Mar. 2007 (48)

Newsletters 1–25 were indexed in Newsletter 25, pages 50–56; Newsletters 26–43 in Newsletter 44, pages 45–52.

This is primarily a SUBJECT INDEX; contributors have not been listed, except where, for example, it is more helpful to list the name of an artist or of reprinted authors. References are listed in order of publication.

Material relating to John Cowper Powys will be found under three headings:

Powyss, John Cowper (own writing)
Powyss, John Cowper (other)
reviews relating to JCP

The following arrangements apply to Llewelyn and Theodore Francis Powys.

The series is arranged alphabetically by subject; see also Llewelyn, Theodore Francis Powys.

The following abbreviations are used for members of the Powys family:

ARP A. R. Powys
CEPP Philippa Powys
CFP C. F. Powys
GMPL Gertrude M. Powys
LCP Littleton C. Powys
MCP Mary Cowper Powys
LP Llewelyn Powys
TFF T. F. Powys

Editors
1–5 Morine Krissdottir & Griffin Beale
6–31 Paul Roberts
32–43 John Batten
44–64 Kate Kavanagh

Stephen Powys Marks

revised October 2008

accounts see Treasurer’s reports
Acland, Valentine painting by Elizabeth
Muntz 35.47
Annual General Meeting see Conference
Autenrieth, G. 8 sketches from A Homeric Dictionary 55.1 etc.

Aytoun, W. E. Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers: 42.6–9; illustrations 42 cover, 7, back cover

Batten, Eve obituary 60.2
Batten, Eve and John honorary membership 43.4–5

Beale, Griffin profile 4.7

Bennett, Arnold on JCP, Williamson (Rands) 45.48–9; on JCP 57.43–4; in the Powyses 58.28–9; Society 62.32

Berry, Francis ‘For JCP on his 90th birthday’ 45.48, obituary 59.78–7
bibliography of LP in preparation by Margaret Eaton 2.7; proposed Powys bibliography 20.12

Bissell, E. E. Collection 20.2, 11–12; obituary 33.1–6; photo 33.2

Blackmore, Robert obituary 47.7–9
Blaenau Ffestiniog Buying Waterloo (Skafe d’Ingerthorp) 27.13–16; note on and photo of 1 Waterloo (Masks) 28.35–6; “1, Waterloo ‘Modernized’ “, poem by Patricia Dawson 30.8; see 2 Waterloo, photo 55.19

Blake, William Job, His Wife and his Friends 57.20, after Behemoth and Levithan 57 cover books for sale/wanted 2.8, 4.12, 5.16, 6.15, 7.7–9, 8.17–19, 9.6–7, 14 insert, 19, 15.4–5; Grey Powys Books 23.42, 48, supplement; Mrs A. M. Sykes’ gift of Powys books 34.52, catalogue inserted

book news see under Notes and News

Boyle, Kay on JCP invited to dinner 33.18
Brooks, Charles S. & Mary Seymour visit to Alyse Gregory and LP 35.43–6
Brooks, Lily ‘Lily Brooks: A Collection of JCP at Burham’ (Meddle) 23.21–7 (with photos); death 24.1; ‘An Interview with Frances Kingshott’ (Meddle) 25.31–4 (with photos)

‘Brown Dog’ riots illus 52.43–4

Bryans, Miriam head of JCP 53 cover; 54.35
Brynmill Press (Mencher) 25.11–12; questions answered (Robinson) 55.24–7; special offer 59.6

Buning, Marius obituary 69.8–9

Bunting, John in photo with JCP, 1940 61 cover, 28; JCP and Bunting (Dunn) & related

Bury, Adrian JCP, watercolour 16 cover; JCP and Adrian Bury (Rennison) 36.23–8; Phyllis Playter, watercolour 36 back cover

Cae Coed path above, photo 50.30

Cambridge, Corpus Christi College The Corpus Connection (Marks) 32.35–6

Carroll, Stephen How I was discovered by JCP 30.14–15

catalogues, Powys and other Stephen Ferdinando 2.6, 6.15, 12.20, 18.2; Hedley Morgan 6.14; Joan Stevens 8.25, 19.15; Jonathan Wood 22.37; Grey Powys Books 23.42, 48, supplement

Cavaliere, Glen profile 4.5; Visiting John Cowper Powys: Novelist 53.37–8; The Justice of the Night (review, Shuttle) 61.16–19
celandines 45 cover, a last word 46.15

Chairman letter from the new (J. R. Williams) 41.13–15; (John Hodgson) photo 56.3–7


charitable status see constitution

checklist letter (Adamson) 8.8; to be produced 8.9

Cheltenham Festival October 1995 24.3; Powys at 26.20

Christensen, Peter obituary 63.9–10

Chichydog plans for in LP letters 43.25–30; sketches 43.26, 28, 29; photo 43.27; photo 53.42; as it used to be, photo 62.18; Friends of Chichydog (Pollock) 62.18–19

Clarke, Roger, A. R. Powys, and West Pennard Barn (Rands) 40.28–33

Clemo, Jacobs and TFP 45.26–6; ‘A Kindred Battlefield’ 45.28–9

Cloddd, Alan obituary 48.41–2

Cobb, Brian frontpiece to A Sentimental Journey 57.35; title-page illus to Tristram Shandy 57 back cover

Cobb, Joseph obituary 26.15

Colgate University Press Blackmore 13.11–14; books from 15.4

Collins, Elizabeth & Cecil visit to JCP, 1935 44.31

Committee and Officers new chairman and secretary, 1987 1.1; elections 1987 1.8
Hamadryads, trees and Druids (Marks) 31–40
Halsall, Tony obituary 58.16
Hanbury, Michael Priest and Poetry Lover, Fr. Littleton A. Powys 34.20–25, 59.33–8, 60.14
Hancox, Alan obituary 15.5
Hand Hotel, Llanellen photo 50.19
Handscords, Richard obituary 57.9, 56.20; the Handscords Collection 57.9–11; Richard Handscords Essay Prize 58.8
Hardy, Thomas Conference 1988 2.3; ‘Thomas Hardy and the Powys Brothers’ (lecture, Cavaliero, 1991) 14.7–8; visit to Montacute 32.24–5; a lecture by LP 39.10–21; appeal for memorial window 45.29
Harrison, Leslie obituary 47.8–9
Hauser, Jacob and JCP (Keith) 54.24–6; The Jacob Hauser Trail 55.51–2
Heffer, Simon Best Novels [incl Wolf Solent] 51.25
Henderson, Hilary How I met the Powys Brothers 32.34
Henley Hall (Shropshire) photo 43.39
Hentschel, Cedric Two poems 49.46–7; obituary, illus 55.13–16
Heritage Coast gates (Foss) 58.29
Hezekiah laying the letter before God, drawing 20 back cover
Hilder, Rowland drawing for cover of Maiden Castle, 1937 edition 60.17
Hill, Cicely The Powys book that changed my life 45.10–11
Holt, Oliver Deverell notice of death 33.34
Hollywood English [JCP, LP] 44.21
honorary members C. Benson Roberts 8.13–16; Sven Erik Täckmark 20.8; Jeff Kwinter 23.6–7; Eve and John Batten 43.4–5; Belinda Humfrey 44.4–6; Gerald Pollinger 44.5–6; Cecil Woolf 45.1; Sally Connely, John Powys, Theodora Scott 48.3
Hopkins, Kenneth obituary 3.4–5; KH remembered 5.11, 9.2–3; ‘Memories of a Friendship’ (French) 17.32–6; ‘The Last Georgian’, play 20.6; ‘Remembering Kenneth’ (Warren) 22.34–7; Kenneth Hopkins and JCP (Cavaliero) 43.9–14; ‘Letters to a Poet’ 43.14–15
Hopkin, N. M. obituary 14.6–7
Hodgson, John & Philip Yeates Civil Partnership 57.18
Humfrey, Belinda appointed Editor of New Welsh Review 2.8; honorary membership 40.5–6
Hutchings, Monica on the Powyses, from The Walnut Tree 36.39–40
Hyman, Timothy profile 5.4
Ives, Percy drawing of Walt Whitman 62.48
Jaujard, F.–X. obituary 27.9
Johnson, John, of Ludham ‘The Tanner In a Big Way’ (Sharmar) 40.42–6; portrait 40.43
Johnson, Mary Barham obituary 27.9, (Sharmar) 29.26–7
Johnson, Mary Cowper see Powys, Mary
Johnson, William Cowper correspondence with Mary Cowper Johnson 24.4–7
Jones, Bernard obituary 52.9
Jones, Jonathan head of JCP 54.27–9, 35
Kavanagh, P. J. ‘Constitutional’ 43.66
Kingshott, Frances interview (Meddle) 25.31–4
Klijn, Thieu obituary 57.8–9
Knight, Philippa recollections of Amelia Powys (Marks) 25.36–43
Krissdottir, Morine profile 4.6; retiring Chairman (Roberts) 32.2–3
Kwintner, Jeff honorary member 23.6–7; and the Village Bookshop (Roberts) 34.10–12
Lander, Bill obituary 10.9–10
Langeird, Derek obituary 41.1–2
Lazare,Peter ‘Swan’ 59 cover
LeFevere, Charles Shaw Viscount Eversley; possibly in photo with CFP and MCP 64.32, note 64.40
letters to the Editor Frank Kimberwhite (Powys Review & the Society) 6.4–6; Sonia Lewis, James Dawson (Powys Review) 7.5–7; Graham Adamson (checklist) 8.8; Donald Ward (JCP) 8.9; Jacqueline Peltier (Powys Review, etc.) 8.9–11; Colin Thomas (JCP) 8.12–13; John Batten (the Society) 19.34–6; Janesset, ritor (The Pleasure of Reading, the Society) 20.22; Neil D. Lee (influence of LP) 20.22–4; Jonathan Schrire, Peter Foss (LP’s stone) 21.15–19; Timothy Hyman (Miller inscription) 22.11–12; Leslie Harrison (LP’s stone) 22.11–12; Elizabeth Lawrence (LP and God) 22.13; Charles Lock (A Glastonbury Romance in The Green Knight) 22.13–14; Cecil Woolf (Karl Orend’s review of Elusive America) 24.25–7; Michael Skaeife d’Inghertorpe (literary references to Powyses) 24.27–9; Jonathan Wood (literary reference to JCP) 25.44; Jeremy Robinson (keeping Powys in print) 25.44–5; Neil Lee (LP) 26.21–2; E. & B. Mencher (publishing TPF) 27.22–3; James N. Dawson (Henry James in Suspended Judgments) 28.16–17; Graham Carey (photo of JCP) 28.17; Charles Lock (Hardy bequest to Dorset County Museum) 33.27; Barry Cranin (Williams’ JCP) 33.27–9; Glen Cavaliero (Oliver Holt) 34.25; Patricia Dawson (1 Waterloo) 34.26; Charles Lock (date of death of Powick War) 34.26; Glen Cavaliero and A.R. Powys 35.31–2; A. J. K. Green (visits to Dorset and TFP) 35.32; Paul Carter (a source for Undead?) 36.31–2; Bev Craven (books in print) 36.32; Anthony Head (‘The Rector of Luck’) 37.29–30; Betty Cotton (The Meaning of Culture, etc.) 37.30–31; Sven Erik Täckmark (beginnings of the Powys Society) 37.32; Morine Krissdottir (books in print & books for sale) 37.32; Leslie Harrison (paganism) 38.25–7; Theodora Scott (dogs and the Stephensons, paganism) 38.25–7; Anthony Obin (Jonathan Shire Myers) 38.17; Joan Stevens (book dealers) 38.28; Peter Brennan (Roy Fisher & JCP) 39.38–9; Jeremy Seal (R. S. Hawker) 39.40; Peter Foss (Oliver Wilkinson’s funeral) 39.40; Neil D. Lee (books for sale, P. J. Kavanagh on LP) 39.40–41; Janesset, ritor (Shire Myers) 39.41; Barry Cranin (Masterlinck or Masterlinck) 40.33; Herbert Williams (on review) 40.34; Patricia Dawson (Edward Wood) 40.40; Graham Carey (crop circles) 40.34–5; John Sanders (Katie’s wooden cross) 40.35–6; Jacqueline Peltier (Committee resolution in NL 41) 42.36–7; Juliet Rickwood (Francis & Kathleen Feather) 42.37–9; Bernard Jones (recording of JCP) 43.42; Mary Warden (John & Lucy Horseman) 43.42; Michael Skaeife d’Inghertorpe (films and JCP) 43.44; Morine Krissdottir (JCP biography) 43.44–5; Cicely Hill (JCP and Spiritualism) 46.22; Glen Cavaliero (on JCP: Novelist) 53.37–8; Theodora Scutt (Powys, Powys estate) 55.17; Paul Roberts, Anthony Head (Jacob Hauser) 55.51–2; Guarnerian Lundin (JCP’s novels) 55.59; Sally Connely (Gerald Pollinger) 56.10; Susan Rands (Maxwell on Porriss) 59.30; Barrie Mencher (The Sin Eater) 59.30; Sally Connely (‘Stein’) 39.31; Carey Hamblett (Wizzie and Dud) 59.31; Diane Crossman (Nancy Cooper) 60.16; Dave W. Richards (Corwen) 60.16–17; Neil Lee (LP mysteries) 62.31–2; David Goodway (Bunting) 62.32; Morine Krissdottir (reviews of Descents of Memory) 64.22; Peter Foss (LPs recently published essays) 64.46–7
Lawes House (Rands) 58.35–6
libel, the Llewelyn report in Dorset County Chronicle and Somersetshire Gazette, 1934 51.35–11, 56.6–13; A lawyer’s Verdict (Beale) 37.18–23
Like Cats and Dislikes of JCP, Alys Gregory, Sylvia Townsend Warner (Sims) 60.32–3
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London Nos 1–2, photo 43.32
Little Blue Books Powys in LBB (Marks) 23.28–35; LBB: the broader picture (Marks) 24.41–3
Livius ancestry of Powyses, with genealogy (Marks) 37.14–17
Llangar churchyard, photo 50.39, 62.15
Llangollen photo 50.15
Lodge, Oliver & LP 29.35–6
Lofts, Norah JCP and, illus (Rands) 56.41–7
London Mercury, The ARP and (Marks) 16.8
Mabelu see Montacute Vicarage
Mabinogion a short story of (Stepney) 39.29–30
Maucalay, Rose and Hamilton (Rands) 49.39–40
McCoy, Samuel drawing of JCP 60.34
McCoye, Roy birthday poem for JCP 39.48
Macneice, Louis ‘The Kingdom’ 51.23
Manning, Rosemary obituary 3.3
Mark's family  Herbert, Isabel and Tamar in family group at Mappowder, photo 1947
28.14

Marks, Isabel Powys  bust of Isabel Powys by Jacob Epstein, 1930 cover, photo 39.2; obituaries 39.3–4; brief chronology 39.4; service for at Witterborne Tomson 40.2; memorial shelf 40.2

Marks, Stephen Powys  profile 5.4–5

Mark regeneration  LP, drawing 14 cover, Alysse Gregory, sketch 38 cover

Masters, Marcia Lee  ‘The House in Chicago’ 66.52

meetings, talks and walks of The Powys Society  Hopkins [cancelled] 1.2; London meeting 2.1; Elizabeth Lawrence on Powys family 4.17, 5.14; walk around Chaldon Herring 5.2, 6.9; Lincolnshire (Carrington) 6.9–10; Naomi Mitchison 6.11; Powysian Echoes in Mappowder, music and readings 7.2, 10.5; walk around Sherborne 8.16–17; 9.9–10; walks Yeovil to Bradford Abbas 9.10, 16.4; Roberts on JCP Journalist 10.3–4; Montacute walks 11.15; Sherborne walk 17.9–11; walking Weymouth Sands 18.7, 16, 21.28–9, 23.44–8; Montacute, 1995 24.31–21; walk, Weymouth Sands to White Nose (Warren) 24.16–16; Montacute (Dye) 26.18–21; report 26.22; ST Playter, back cover; proposed alteration to Mabelulu, sketch by ARP 26 back cover; sketch of kitchen garden by GMP 27.16; Our So Happy Childhood (EMP) 27.17–21; ‘The Song of the Mabelulu’ 27.40, back cover

Morgan, Jim  profile 9.8–9

Muntz, Elizabeth  former home and studio for sale 6.10; LP’s stone, photo 20.18; TFP, drawing 22 cover, for sale 22.32–3; Valentine Ackland, sketch 35.47

Murdoch, Iris  obituary 36.3

Myers, Elizabeth  wood-engraving by Edward Walters 20 cover; Elizabeth Myers: The Background (Glynn) 29.16–25; Oasis, report of a visit to a Cecil House 35.19–12; Elizabeth Myers and the man who made the Sex Kitchen (Glynn) 39.36–8; ‘Blackmailed’, film (Glynn) 41.4; ‘A Case of Life’ 43.57–9; letter from JCP 43.59–61

News and Notes/ News and Notes consult list of Contents in almost every issue from No 26

Newton, Regaret  obituary 10.10

Newsletter 1.1; production 4.12; a new editor 6.1; numbered 17.11; a new type face 20.16; Index to Newsletters 1–25 (Marks) 25.50–56; Index to 26–43 (Marks) 44.45–52

Noel, Sarah  ‘Lady on a Horse’, raku 63 cover

Northumberland  report 15.2, photo with group of visitors 37.24; sketch by LCP 37.48

Nun, Ferner  letter on JCP’s return to England, 1934 42.44

Nye, Robert  Prospero – to me 46.16–17; ‘In Memoriam’ of JCP 46.17; ‘Runes’ 61.38

obituaries  Rosemary Manning 3.3; Kenneth Hopkins 3.4–5, 9.2–3; Christine Stevens 5.11; Frederick Davies 9.1–2; Bill Lander 10.9–11; Margaret Newton 10.10; Bill Degenhardt 11.14; Angus Wilson 13.4–5, 14.6; N. M. Rothenstein 15.7; V. W. Foss 14.7, 15; Alan Hancock 15.5; Charles Benson Roberts 15.5–6; Peter Powys Grey 17.12–18; Giles Wordsworth 17.20; Sally Powys 18.8; Gloria Fromm 18.8–9; Joseph Cobb 26.15; François Xavier Jaudier 27.9; Mary Bamham Johnson 27.9, 29.26–7; E. E. Bissell 33.1–6; Oliver Deverell Holt 33.34; Francis Llewelyn Powys 34.2–7; Eleanor Watson (née) 35.3–4; James N. Dawson 36.2–3; Percy Smith 36.3; Iris Murdoch 36.3; Oliver Marlow Wilkinson 38.2–5; Tetsuo Akiyama 38.45–7; Isabel Powys Marks 39.3–4; Martin Rivers Powys 39.9–5; Derek Wilton Langridge 1.1; Robert Blackmore 47.7–8; Leslie Harrison 47.8–9; Donald Ward 48.40–41; Alan Clod 48.41–2; Bernard Jones 52.9; Gerald Pollinger 54.4–6; Jack Rushby 54.6–7; François Father 55.10–12; Cedric Hentschel 55.13–16; Michel Gresset 55.16, illus 56.7–9; Thiel Klin 57.8–9; Richard Handscombe 57.9, 58.20; Tony Haisall 58.16; Francis Berry 59.27–8; Eve Batem 60.2; Kathleen Pollinger 60.3; [see note to President] 29; Peter Christensen 62.19, 63.9–10; Roland Mathias, illus 62.20–21; Philip Callow, illus 62.21–; Sven Eirik Täckmark, illus 62.23–9; Marius Bunin 63.8–9

oil exploration at West Chaldon (J. Batten) 29.3, 31.16–17, 31.42; at Chaldon, letter S. T. Warner to Alyse Iris Murdoch – 15; at East Chaldon, letter S. T. Warner to Alyse Gregory, 1954 32.3

Olwen  photo 62 back cover

Oppen, Ivan  sketch of JCP (1934) 10 cover

Paganism  Paganism is marching towards the Millennium (Carter) 26.38–30; letter of Leslie Harrison 37.33–4

Patchin Place now (Head) 51.16–17; photo 51.17; photo 56.42

Papery Press 16.3

Peltier, Jacqueline  profile 14.18

Penny, Lucy  (née Powys) funeral service printed 1.2; a tree for 3.2; gravestone 5.11; written with GMP (1912) 21 cover; in family group on Terrace Walk at Montacute Vicarage, c.1933 40.16; letter to JCP 46.23

Pitt Pond see Montacute

Pix and Pixels  (Marks) 60.46–8

Player, Phyllis  watercolour by Adrian Bury 36 back cover; in photo with father Franklin Player 64 cover

Pollock, Gerald  honorary mebership 45.5–6; obituary 54.4–6; photo 54.56; letter 56.10

Pollock, Martin Rivers  obituary 39.5–6

Poussier, Christiane  ‘How I Discovered JCP’ 30.13–14

Phuvid Bottom, NY  grotto near 51 back cover, photo 60.42

POWYS

POWYS books at auction (Beulah) 54.10–11

POWYS Centre/ POWYS Collection 17.6–7, 8, 20.1–2, 9.14–15, 23.6; Curator’s reports and notes (Krisstodd) 34.44, 35.46–5, 6.38, 37.52, 38.48, 40.47–8, last report 43.48–50; acquisition of Elizabeth Muntz’ drawing of Valentine Ackland 35.47; photos of new working space, 1998 35 back cover; Revised agreement between The Powys Society and the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society 43.67–8; back cover (Kavanagh) 46.8–8; volunteer requested 50.6; the bookroom, photos 55.20, 21; report (Kowalski) 64.10–11

Powys family/ pedigrees  ‘Thomas Hardy and the Powys Family: a tree for a tree’ 14–15; ‘Powys Family at Montacute’, National Trust lecture (Cavalerio, 1993) 18.14–15; What’s in a Name, with pedigree (Marks) 28.18–23, correction 40.46; family tree connecting JCP and Warwick Powys with genealogy (Marks) 37.14–17; The Meeting of Powys Families [Montacute and Meanwood families; book of genealogies] (Marks) 41.25–6; Powys family connections 1600–1900, a bar chart (Marks) 43.34–35; talk by David Goodway at York Bibliographical Society, 2004 51.7–8; ‘Young Powysies’, photos 51 cover

Powys Heritage Series (Anthony Head, ed. 35.28; JCP, Margaret and Lily: The Evidence of the SYRCA Manuscripts, by Paul Roberts, & The Powys Brothers at Sheringham School, by A. B. Gourlay (review, Cronin) 36–15–18; The Powys Family: Some Records of Friendship, by Glen Cavalerio, & Alyse Gregory: A Woman at her Windows, by Jacqueline Peltier (review, Cronin) 38.31–3; Lord Tum, Lady Tim and the Powys Circle, by
Powys Society of North America Conference 1989 7:1; Powys Notes 23:20

Powys, Albert Reginald drawing by GMP 12 cover; Letters from the Front, 1917 12.10–12; ‘Patching Good Enough’ 15.7, insert; ‘ARP and The London Mercury’ (Marks) 16.8; ‘ARP—His Life and Work’, lecture (Marks, 1992) 17.22–23; letter on receiving the CBE 17.23–25; letters from CPF and MCP (Marks) 21.34–6; Repair of Ancient Buildings reprinted (Marks) 26.17; proposed alterations for the Mabelulu, sketch 26 back cover; ‘To Ll. Powys on his birthday’ 30 back cover, sketch of Montacute Abbey doorway 31.44; obituary by F. W. Troup, 1936 38–41; A. R. Powys, Roger Clarke and West Pennard Tithe Barn (Rands) 40.28–33; ‘Country Houses’, articles in The Farmers’ Weekly (Marks) 61.46–9; ‘Why must Old Cottages go?’ 64.60–61; Cottage Preservation (Cavafy) 65.11–13; 34.56.

Powys, Amelia (‘Emily’) ‘Recollections of Little Children’ (Marks) 25.36–43; sketches of Littleton Albert Powys 25.43, back cover


Powys, Caroline (née Girle) An Earlier Diarist: Caroline Girle – Mrs Philip Lybbe Powys (Marks) 43.32–41; ‘Etruscan profile’, 1808 43.32; Family connections: a bar chart 43.34–45.

Powys, Catherine Edith Philippa (‘Katie’): drawing by GMP (1914) 18 cover; ‘Katie Powys—An Inner Life’, lecture (Pitt, 1993); ‘Katie’ (Scutt) 22.41–8; in family group at Mappower, photo 1947 28.14; letters from TFP 39.44–5; photo at Chaydiky, 1934 50.19; letter from Penllergaer grave (Sands) 40.35–6, photos 41.18, 19; The Blackthorn Winter, illus (review, Hill) 61.21–3; diary comments by JCP 61.23; diary extracts 1927–32 62.44–47.

Powys, Charles Francis letters to LP (Marks) 21 cover; drawing by GMP 17 cover; letters to ARP (Marks) 21.34–6; letter from Mary Cowper Jackson 24.8; recollections of Amelia Powys (Marks) 25.36–43; oil painting by GMP 26 cover; theft of painting 26.10–11; photo as boy 41 cover; in photo with MCP, r Charles Shaw Lefevre 64.32, note 46.

Powys, Dorothy Mary drawing by GMP, 1910 31 cover; poem to, by Alfred de Kantzow 31.22; ‘The Victoria’ Magazine, including photos and circulation list (Marks) 31.23–7; readers’ comments 31 back cover.

Powys, Eleanor cover with Walton, Eleanor

Powys, Emily Marian ‘The Rubbish Heap’, verses 15 back cover; drawing by GMP 20 cover; photo, 1950 27 cover; ‘Our So Happy Childhood’ 27.17–21; Keeping Lace Vibrantly Alive: A Tribute to Marion (Elizabeth M. Kurella) 32.21–5; lace made by EMP, photos 33.20, 23; photo of EMP making lace 37 cover; article by Peter Powys Grey, 1981 37.3–6; A Memoir: Peter Powys Grey and Marion Powys Grey (Dorothy Davis) 37.7–9; lace by GMP 37 back cover; in family group on Terrace Walk, Montacute Vicarage, photo c.1913 40.16; EMP (Scutt) 54.36–7; photos 54.36, 37.

Powys, Francis Llewellyn 80th birthday 6.1; essay on TFP 27.10–12; Tribute to Francis Powys and Sally Powys (Krisssdotti) 34.2–6; A letter to Colin Thomas 64.35–6.

Powys, Gertrude Mary Montacute Vicarage, drawing 3.1, 4.1; TFP, drawing 9 cover; drawings from A Baker’s Dozen to back cover; ARP, drawing 12 cover; JCP, drawing 14 cover; Montacute Vicarage garden, drawing 15 back cover, CFP, drawing 17 cover; request for information about 17.21–2; Luxembourg Gardens, Paris, drawing 17.22, back cover; CEPP, drawing (1914) 18 cover, Marion Powys, drawing 20 cover; the ‘noble three’, sketch 21 back cover; ‘Gertrude’ (Scutt) 25.22–31; CFP, oil painting 26 cover, theft of painting (Roberts) 26.10–11; Montacute kitchen garden, sketch 27.16; Dorothy Mary Powys, drawing 1910 31 cover; in family group on Terrace Walk, Montacute Vicarage, letter from JCP 44.17–21; engravings for Rats in the Sacristry 61.4, 63.2, 7.64, 11.43.

Powys, Isabel see Marks, Isabel Powys

Powys, John honorary membership 48.3

Powys, John Cowper (other) Uncollected Essays, a query from Paul Roberts 3.3; JCP, Letter-Writer 5.15; A tennis match, by Joseph Stanesby and Nanton, 1942 6.15–16; Magic Powys (Meddle) 7 cover, 10–15; The search for John (letter from Colin Thomas) 8.12–13; The diary, August 1929 9 after 25.59; exhibition at Uppsala Univ. 9.4, 11.4–5, 12.13–15; JCP (Morgan) 9.13–18; sketch by Ivan Archer 19 ap 30.45 cover; Weymouth Sands: JCP Introduces Me to A Circle of His Admirers’ (Hyman) 10.1; JCP Journalist (Roberts) 10.3–4; JCP published in The New Age 10.5–7; inscription to Tackmark 11 cover; Mineralogical Addendum (Fawke) 11.6–7, 1931 Diary – An
Festiogion (Marks) 28.35–6; Jack and Frances, Volume 2 – A Faulty Page 29.27; How I discovered JCP (Täckmark) 29.37; JCP’s copy of the Iliad, title-page 29 back cover; JCP boating, photo 30 cover; Romantic Glastonbury (Dawson) 30.9–11; ‘To John Cowper Powys, on his “Confessions”’ (Arthur Davidson Fick) 30.12–13; How I discovered JCP (Poussier) 30.13–14; How I was discovered by JCP (Carroll) 30.14–15; The Confessions of a Sceptic, review of Confessions of Two Brothers by Ralph Shirley, 1916 31.8–13; JCP, first encounter with (Shuttle) 31.15–16; A Quest for JCP in New Zealand (Thomas) 31.17–18; Hardy’s visit to Montacute 32.24–5; Two Meetings with JCP in Mind (Boseley) 32.26–8; ‘A Lonely Giant’, Herbert Williams’ radio programme about JCP (J. Batten) 32.28–9; Two Topographical Elucidations (Cavalerio) 32.34–5; etchings by Patricia Dawson illustrating Portus 33 cover, back cover; Some Powys Cousins (Warwick Powys and JCP) (Rands) 33.9–13; Incest in Portus (Kinkle) 34.10; Forerunner: the work of JCP (Blundell) 33.36–7; The private life of JCP (W. W. Weatherby, 1961) 33.38–40; JCP on Village Press poster 34 cover; Glastonbury Romance, contemporary reviews 35–27; ‘JCP, watercolour by Adrian Bury 36 cover, Sherborne’s Forgotten Literary Heavyweight, by Robert Hands 36.18–21; JCP and Adrian Bury (Rennison) 36.24–8; JCP on village Press poster 34 cover; Bury in A Glastonbury Romance 36.24; JCP in New York (Gostick) 36.34–8; ‘JCP Honoured’, newspaper report of plaque 36.38–9; JCP’s ‘great-grandfather from Hamburg’, with Livius pedigrees (Marks) 37.14–17; JCP’s lecturing, reported by Margaret Curry 1915, Isabel R. Mayers 1917, S. K. Ratcliffe 1939 37.26–9; JCP’s Ideal Woman ‘wanesse’ 37.34–5; 25 things that are good for Powys? (Dawson) 38.15–17; comments on JCP on the lecture circuit 38.17–20; A Relevant Memory (Dawson) 39.27–8; JCP in Germany Today (February 2000) (Bond) 39.34–6, 40.25–7; birthday poem by Roy McCloy 39.40; John Cowper Powys Säilskapet [Swedish JCP Society] (Horton) 40.11–12; A Glastonbury Romance for the New Millennium (Evelstone) 40.36–41; Wessex Lines and Powys Landscapes (Evelstone) 41.28–31; John Cowper Powys Honoured, the Hamburg award, comments 41.51–3; Autobiography and The Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers (J. Batten) 42.6–9; To Simplify Life, Reflections after translating A Philosophy of Solitude into Swedish (Lundin) 42.18–21; A Dream Returns [Owain Glyndwr] (Stepney) 43.16–17; JCP in ‘Nun Fen’, Fenwick 44.24; Kenneth Hopkins & JCP (Cavalerio) 43.9–14; Two Poetic Appreciations of JCP, by Edgar Lee Masters & Arthur Davidson Fick 43.16–17; JCP’s Walking Sticks (Krissdóttir) 43.64–6; ‘Constitution’ poem by P. J. Krissdóttir 43.66; Table-Talk [table-turning] (Wilkinson) 44.22–8; visit from Mr and Mrs Collins, 1935 44.31; Mabinogion, JCP’s copy (Stepney) 44.39–49; A Glastonbury Romance, A Conference preview 45.6–7; Celandines 45 covers, 7–10; JCP on Williamson, Arnold Bennett on JCP (Rands) 45.18–19; JCP to Wilkinson, extracts 45.34; ‘To JCP on his 90th birthday’ by Francis Berry 45.48; in photo with Gamel Woolseyc 46.10; Finding A Glastonbury Romance (Dawson) 46.14; JCP and Robert Nye 46.16–17; JCP and Spiritualism (Hill) 46.22; letter from Lucy Penny 46.23; JCP and publishers at Phudd Bottom, photo 46 cover; On reading Atlantic (Keith) 47.48–9; ‘The Figure under the Carpet’, JCP biography 48.7–8; in ‘Contemporary Reminiscences’ by JCP, watercolour by Adrian Bury, 36 cover, The dilemma of Wolf Solent (Lundin) 48.34–5; JCP in Sweden (Lundin) 48.36; Maiden Castle, a film version (Hamblett) 48.42–3; photo with books, case and umbrella, 1920s 48 back cover; Corwen book covers 49.22; The Corwen Books (Kavagn) 49.23–5; Various views of JCP (reviews by William C. Derry, Stevie Smith, George Bushnell, ‘R.K.’, Catherine Lieutenant) 49.26–33; ‘The Old’, photo 49.33; Morywn, letters JCP and Wilkinson 49.34–9; Morywn, cover 49 back cover; Glenn on reading 50.42; aids to reading Portus (Keith) 50.43–4; discussion on Wolf Solent 51.4–5; Powys in Russia (Peltier) 51.8–10; ‘Alone in Company’ (Lundin) 51.24–5; ‘Primate Research’ 51.25; Owen Glendower, cover of new ed 51.28; head of JCP by Miriam Bowns (Bown) 52.35; ‘Scroobius Pip’ 52.36; Portrait of John Cowper Powys: Novelist (Cavalerio) 53.37–8; portrait head by Olof de Wet 54 cover, 40; JCP speaking at Foyle’s Literary Luncheon, etc 54.18–24, 38–40, back cover, JCP, Jacob Hauser and ‘Jacob Hansen’ (Keith) 54.24–6; JCP’s heads (Jones, de Wet) 54.37–43; portrait heads by Miriam Bowns, Olof de Wet, Jonah Jones 54.35; JCP and Phyllery 55.37–41; cover; JCP and Betty Hollington, photo 55.40; The Late Books (Kavagn) 55.42–3; covers of late Books, 55.42; The Faulkner Lectures (Bown) 55.50; Head of JCP revisited (Kavagn) 55.52–7; The Ichthian Leap – or the duty of happiness (Squirlu) 56.48–51; head at Colgate Univ., photo 56.51; JCP and Sussex 57.6; Enjoyment of Literature, reviews by Thomas Merton 57.41–2; by Arnold Bennett 57.43–4; JCO on boat, 1900s, photo 58 cover; Revisiting After My Fashion (Kavagn) 58.42–3; ‘Earth, Ankh, Autumn’, visit to JCP (Iain Sinclair) 58.46–8; Wolf Solent – A Penguinry (Marks) 59.54–5; drawing for Maiden Castle cover by Rowland Hilder, 1937 60.17; Likes and Dislikes (Sims) 60.32; JCP’s New York houses (Kavagn) 60.42–3; The Cutting of Wolf Solent (Keith) 60.43; Simon & Schuster advert for The Art of Happiness 60.44, 45, back cover; drawing by Samuel McCoy 60.44; in photo with John Bunting, 1948.10, by marine Theaker 61.26–7; JCP and Bunting (Dunn) & extracts of JCP diaries and letters 61.28–9; JCP’s Wales revisited [Oystinate Cymric] (Kavagn) 61.30–31; in photo with Durants and Schuster, 1932 61.32; JCP and John Bunting (drawing by Augustus John 61.40; launch of Descents of Memory by Morine Krissdóttir 62.2; Glendower Revisited (letter of David Cook in TLS) 63.11; ‘The Ridge’ and the Other (C. Hill) 63.27–8; The Ridge – A Meditation (C. W. Thomas) 63.34–5; Will Durant on JCP 62.41–3; in photo with Will Durant 62.43; JCP’s ‘Apparition’ – Dreiser’s Version 63.43–4; Dreiser letters to JCP 63.44–6; Indian editions of The Art of Happiness, illus 63.46–7, back cover; Wolf’s-Bane (Hill) 63.09, illus (Marks) 63.48; Portus and Portus (C. Hill) 64.17–19; Faber Finds JCP (Krissdóttir) 64.21; sketch by Augustus John 64.44; crossword with ‘Powys’ clue 64 back cover see also reviews (JCP) Powys, Littleton Albert – Another writing Powys’ (Marks) 24.48; recollections of Amelia Powys (Marks) 25.36–43; sketches by Amelia Powys 25.43, back cover; ‘My rich bearded uncle from India’ (Marks) 45.21–5; on Ben, photo 45.21; grave in Kandahar, sketch 45.22; sketch ‘Another battle’ 45.23
Powys, Littleton Alfred
photos 23 cover, 25, 32, 33; Priest and Poetry Lover (Michael Hanbury, 1955) 34–20; What’s in a Name (Rands) 44–16; in photo with JCP 49.10; in photo with Margaret 38.39; Littleton Alfred, including Hanbury article (lacking last few lines) 59.32–8; in photo with Fr Essex and Fr Devas 59.32; two poems 59.38–9; photo 59.39; [Hanbury completed] 60.14; JCP letter referring to LAP 60.14–15; photo c.1949 60.15

Powys, Littleton Charles
JCP inscription to 18 back cover; Porsa, A Brother’s View, review 22.30–31; lecture (Holt, 1994) 24.18–20; ‘My Hermit Brother’ (TFP) 28.4–7; sketch of Northwold Rectory, 1891 37.52; [part] The Sherborne Prize Poem 1939–1949 42.29–36; letters to LAP, 1953 45.30–34; Reading Littleton (Kavanagh) 52.30–31; photos 52.32; Uncle Littleton (Scutt) 52.33–4; ‘My Ideal Headmaster’ 52.34–5; Glimpse of Littleton 52.35–6; An Alternative View 52.23–5; photo 53.23; Richard Foster School Song 53.25

Powys, Llewelyn
(‘Lleuwellyn’ (J. Batten, Schrire, Foss)) 53

Powys, Thomas
Versy (J. Batten, Schrire, Foss) 42

Wessex Memories
cover 41

Whitson (Adventures of a Zulu, A Welshman and an Indian) 1953 14–26; sketch of Porius 19–28; photos 19–28; unpublished

Wessex Memories
including Hanbury’s article [lacking last few lines].

Wessex Memories
‘Return to Montacute’ – 39; ‘To Susie at her birthday’ – 35; ‘Praise the moods of God’, profile by Glen Cavaliero 3

John Williams’ Inaugural Lecture on TFP 58.22–3; ‘The Sin Eater’ (Mencher) 58.23–5; TFP and Stephen Tomlin 58.25–7; portrait head, with Tomlin, photo 58 back cover; TFP in Russian (Hodgen) 59.47–52; cover of Russian ed. of Mr. Tasher’s God 59 back cover; TFP drawing by William Roberts 60.10; TFP copyright (Scutt) 60.22; Ronald Bythle Introduction to Mr. Weston’s Good Wine 65.15–20; TFP and the Comic (Rogers) 64.15–16; see also reviews (TFP)

Powys, Thomas Littleton, 4th Lord Litford
(Rands) 34.31–5; portrait 34.32

Powys, Violet
photo with TFP 28 cover; Violet (Scutt) 28.7–14; in family group at Mappowder, photo 1947 28.14

Powys, Warwick
Some Powys Cousins (JCP and Warwicks Powys) (Rands) 39.9–13; date of death (Lock) 34.26

profiles
Glen Cavaliero 4.5; Morine Krissdottir 4.6; Susan Rands 4.8; Beale 7.18; Tim Morgan Stephen Powys Marks 5.4–5; Paul Roberts 5.5; Margaret Eaton 6.3; Michael Everett 6.3; Sven Erik Täckmark 7.3–4; Subi Swift 8.7; Jim Morgan 9.8–9; Benag Stassen 12.8–9; B. J. Craven 12.9; Jacqueline Pielou 14.8

Publication Managers
moves 52.9

publications of The Powys Society
Greetings cards (Anticoma Church) 1.2; Greetings card (Anticoma Vicarage) 3.2; Powys Review 1–4 available 4.5; greetings cards 8.25; various 10.5; order form 11 insert; 14.1; The Powys Family of Montacute 15.11; 16.19–20 (includes typesafe, ISBN); new publications in 1993 19.44; Weymouth Sands walk, broshsheet 22.40; new publications in 1994 22.52; new publications 1995 25.26, 26.44, 1996 27.22, 28.20, 1997 33.37, 1999 37.44–45; The Powys Clowns 32.15; new list 32.36; The Dorset Year, special edition 36.18; Grand Sale 44.7, 48.4; new publications (Marks) 56.8–9

Rands, Susan
profile 4.6; on LP and JCP, 1926 48.22–24

Redwood Anderson, John
Friend of JCP (Burleigh) 22.14–18; photo 22.15; inscription by JCP to 22.16; (Rogers) 23.43–4; letters to JCP on Owen Glendower 44.35–9

Redgrove, Peter
‘The moods of God’, Introduction to the Stories of TFP 47.36–43
Shelley: A Literary Life, by John Williams (Kissódtóttir) 40.21–4; Discovering Derbyshire’s White Peak, by Tom Bates [Neil D. Lee] (J. Batten) 42.18; The Alchemy of Laughter, by Glen Cavaliero (Gervais) 44.40–41; Welsh Journal, by Jeremy Hooker (Cavaliero) 45.41–3; The Novel in England 1900–1950, by Robert Caserio (Gervais) 45.43–5; Re-inventing the Landscape, by Vivienne Light (Kavanagh) 45.47; Ancestral Haunts, by Glen Cavaliero (P. J. Kavanagh) 46.29; Passages from Home, A Memoir, by Philip Carey (Kavanagh) 46.31–2; We Lived in Patchin Place, and Letters ... from JCP and LP, by Boyne Grainer (Roberts) 47.12–14; Wet Leaves, by Patricia Dawson (Williams) 47.50–51; Adamah, by Jeremy Hooker (Taplin) 48.38–40; Less Simple Measures, by Cedric Hentschel (Dawson) 49.45–6; A Shrinking Island: Modernism and National Culture in England, by Jed Esty (Birns) 55.58–9; A Dorset Utopia: The Little Commonwealth and Homer Lane, by Judith Stinton (Rands) 56.32; Straw Dogs, by John Gray (Hodgson) 57.19–20; Dorset Stories, by Sylvia Townsend Warner (Mable) 58.44–5; Two Powys Friends ... Bernard O’Neill and Ralph Shirley, by Jacqueline Peltier (Wilkinson) 59.41–3; Cu the Light: Poems ... and Autumn, by Sylvia Townsend Warner (Mable) 59.45–6; Hester Craddock, by Alyse Gregory (Winch) 60.23–4; Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow, by David Goodway (Hyman) 60.25–7; The Scholar’s Art, by Jerome McGann (Lock) 60.27–31; The Justice of the Night, by Glen Cavaliero (Shuttle) 61.16–19; The Blackthorn Winter, by Philippa Powys (Hill) 61.21–3; see also News and Notes

Richards, Alan — linocut for The Cry of the Gaul 60.41
Ridge, on the, with photo 62.8–9
Ringstead Bay, with photo 59.23
Roberts, C. Benson honorary member 8.13–16; obituary 15.5–6
Roberts, Paul profile 5.5
Roberts, William drawing of TFP 60.20
Rushby, Jack correspondence with Alyse Gregory (Lee) 24.44–7; obituary 54.7–8
Sailor’s Return party at, photo 47.10
Scutt, Theodore see Powys, Susan
Secretary new wanted 51.3
Shaw, G. Arnold letterheading 51.1
Sherborne Prep School opening of Powys Library (Tait) 57.15
Sherborne School Prize Poem 1939–49 42.29–36; photo 52.5; Old Shirburnians celebrate the Powys Brothers 58.9
Shirley (Derbys) — The Spirit of Shirley (Lee) 35.40–1
Shirley, Philippa see Knight, Philippa
Shirley, Ralph Confessions of a Sceptic 31.8–13
Shuttle, Penelope John Cowper Powys [first Countess] 31.15–16; ‘Dusk’ 44.43
Simon & Memmott, printers for The Art of Happiness 60.44–5; back cover
Sims, George extract from memoirs 61.44–5; photo 61.44
Sinclair, Jairn — Earth, Ankh, Autumn, a visit to JCP 1973 58.46–8
Sitwell, Edith on Wolf Solent 33.18
Smith, Percy obituary 36.3
Squirru, Rafael ‘For John Cowper Powys’ 44.44; The Ithiian Leap — or the duty of happiness 56.48–51
Stussen, Benjamin profile 12.8–9
Stein, ‘Whist’ (Marks) 58.21.45
Stevens, Christine obituary 5.11
subscriptions, etc. — new rate 1988 (£10, £12) 1.8; ‘Where does the money go?’ 2.4; The Society’s costs 5.16; & covenants 8.23–5, 10.9; ‘Curry’ (Carr) 9.45–6; Hester Craddock, by Alyse Gregory (Winch) 60.23–4; Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow, by David Goodway (Hyman) 60.25–7; The Scholar’s Art, by Jerome McGann (Lock) 60.27–31; The Justice of the Night, by Glen Cavaliero (Shuttle) 61.16–19; The Blackthorn Winter, by Philippa Powys (Hill) 61.21–3; see also News and Notes
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Shirley (Derbys) — The Spirit of Shirley (Lee) 35.40–1
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Shirley, Ralph Confessions of a Sceptic 31.8–13
Shuttle, Penelope John Cowper Powys [first Countess] 31.15–16; ‘Dusk’ 44.43
Simon & Memmott, printers for The Art of Happiness 60.44–5; back cover
Sims, George extract from memoirs 61.44–5; photo 61.44
Sinclair, Jairn — Earth, Ankh, Autumn, a visit to JCP 1973 58.46–8
Sitwell, Edith on Wolf Solent 33.18
Smith, Percy obituary 36.3
Squirru, Rafael ‘For John Cowper Powys’ 44.44; The Ithiian Leap — or the duty of happiness 56.48–51
Stussen, Benjamin profile 12.8–9
Stein, ‘Whist’ (Marks) 58.21.45
Stevens, Christine obituary 5.11
subscriptions, etc. — new rate 1988 (£10, £12) 1.8; ‘Where does the money go?’ 2.4; The Society’s costs 5.16; & covenants 8.23–5, 10.9; ‘Curry’ (Carr) 9.45–6; Hester Craddock, by Alyse Gregory (Winch) 60.23–4; Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow, by David Goodway (Hyman) 60.25–7; The Scholar’s Art, by Jerome McGann (Lock) 60.27–31; The Justice of the Night, by Glen Cavaliero (Shuttle) 61.16–19; The Blackthorn Winter, by Philippa Powys (Hill) 61.21–3; see also News and Notes

Richards, Alan — linocut for The Cry of the Gaul 60.41
Ridge, on the, with photo 62.8–9
Ringstead Bay, with photo 59.23
Roberts, C. Benson honorary member 8.13–16; obituary 15.5–6
Roberts, Paul profile 5.5
Roberts, William drawing of TFP 60.20
Rushby, Jack correspondence with Alyse Gregory (Lee) 24.44–7; obituary 54.7–8
Sailor’s Return party at, photo 47.10
Scutt, Theodore see Powys, Susan
Secretary new wanted 51.3
Shaw, G. Arnold letterheading 51.1
Sherborne Prep School opening of Powys Library (Tait) 57.15
A finding aid, in the context of archival science, is a tool containing detailed, indexed, and processed information about a specific collection of records within an archive. Finding aids often consist of a documentary inventory and description of the materials, their source, and their structure. The finding aid for a collection is usually compiled by the collection's entity of origin, provenance, or by an archivist or librarian during archival processing. The finding aid serves the purpose of providing information on the cost of attendance at the college for an academic year and to detail any grants, scholarships, work-study opportunities and loans the student is eligible to receive. The exact timing of when the letters are sent varies across institutions. Each year, the Department of Education announces any changes to the process for the coming cycle that affect how financial aid offices award aid to students. After submitting the FAFSA, students should receive an email within a few days from the Department of Education containing the Student Aid Report, which provides their expected family contribution, or EFC, a number that measures their ability to pay for college. Visual aids engage students and help them to retain information. This guide will show you 10 essential visual aids for learning you should be using. Look for opportunities to present information visually in your presentations, handouts, and reports, and find a chart that fits that type of information. For example, a classic pyramid chart is effective for visualizing a topic in different levels: Create this pyramid chart. For example, this newsletter template uses the school's colors of orange for the headers and blue for the sub-headers: Use this newsletter template. Sara McGuire is the Content Marketing Manager at Venngage. She believes that growth by content doesn't require a big budget if you're scrappy. First aid is critical in emergency situations, like injury, illness, or a sudden health emergency. Any of these can occur in the places where we live, work, learn, and play. Here's the first aid basics to know so you stay safe and prepared. You never know when you might need to provide basic first aid. To prepare for the unpredictable, considering storing a well-stocked first aid kit in your home and car. It's also a good idea to have a first aid kit available at work. You can buy preassembled first aid kits from many first aid organizations, pharmacies, or outdoor recreation stores. Found a mistake? Let us know! Share this Practice Test. Exam Review. | | Art to the aid of technology. What caricatures can teach us about facial recognition. Our brains are incredibly agile machines, and it is hard to think of anything they do more efficiently than recognize faces. Just hours after birth, the eyes of newborns are drawn to facelike patterns. Caricature is basically finding the truth. And then you push the truth. Capturing a likeness, it seems, has less to do with the depiction of individual features than with their placement in relationship to one another. It's how the human brain recognizes a face. When the ratios between the features are correct, you see that face instantly.